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Jacquelyn Geier Sesonga has served as the State/Office
of the Global AIDS Coordinator PEPFAR Country Coordinator in
Mozambique since 2016. Prior to joining PEPFAR, Jacky worked
in various leadership positions for the U.S. Peace Corps for ten
years. This included serving as the Peace Corps Country Director
for Cameroon; Regional Advisor for West Africa and the Sahel
based in Senegal and serving Senegal, Mali, Niger, Burkina Faso,
Cape Verde, the Gambia, Benin, Rwanda, and Uganda; Director
of Programming and Training in Tanzania; and Associate Peace
Corps Director for Village-Based Development and Integrated
Coastal Management in Samoa in the South Pacific.

Kevin Souza

is an international development expert with

over 10 years of experience for U.S. Government Agencies. He
has a Master’s in Public Health from the University of Georgia
and a Master’s in Economics from Illinois State University. He
started his career in the U.S. Government working in the Office
of South and Central Affairs at USAID. For the last five years, he
served as a Public Health Advisor in the Division of Global HIV/
AIDs and TB on the Budget team and as part of the Expenditure
Analysis team. He is a returned Peace Corps Volunteer from Niger and Togo.

Baddy Mandlate

has served as the PEPFAR Administration

Management Specialist since January 2017. She is responsible
for managing the overall PEPFAR program budget of over $400
million implemented by five USG Agencies. Her roles include
leading the PEPFAR budget formulation, execution, and tracking
of obligations and outlays of all PEPFAR-funded activities in
Mozambique. She also ensures compliance with OGAC budget
requirements, oversees USG agency reprogramming exercises
and reports as required to the Government of Mozambique in a
transparent manner.
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Charlotte Hill has served as the DREAMS Coordinator for
the U.S. Mission/PEPFAR-Mozambique since March
2021. She first joined the U.S. Mission – PEPFAR –Mozambique
in May 2015 and served as the PCO Strategic Information Advisor providing technical assistance and acting as the liaison between the interagency team and OGAC on all matters related to
M&E and Strategic Information. As DREAMS Coordinator,
she leads the interagency DREAMS team and provides technical
guidance and oversight to implementation towards preventing
HIV infections among adolescent girls and young women.

Iva Chirrime has

served as the has served as the Deputy
DREAMS Coordinator for the U.S. Mission/PEPFARMozambique since April 2021. Iva has managed the technical,
administrative, and financial components of public
health projects throughout their life cycle and developed solid
skills coordination of funding proposal writing and application.
Under the DREAMS coordinator, she is responsible to support
the coordination of the DREAMS program. Her duties include
collaboration with the U.S. team colleagues, host country Ministry of Health and other HIV/AIDS implementing partners in
the planning, implementation, and monitoring of the DREAMS
initiative in Mozambique.

Marcela Freitas is a Brazilian passionate about the humanitarian world, with about 10 years of experience working
with different stakeholders in the health area (i.e MSF, FIND,
KNCV, WHO,…). With a degree in Biomedicine and a Master's
Degree in Public Health from the University of São Paulo (USP),
she relies on her professional experience with work developed
in more than 20 countries in South America, Europe, Africa and
Asia, with particular emphasis on negotiation with government
entities and advice on laboratory and testing strategies, related
to HIV, TB and more recently COVID-19.
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Maria Uamba has served as the PEPFAR Community Grants
Coordinator for the PEPFAR Coordination Office at the United
States Embassy in Maputo since March 2020. She is responsible
for the administration, financial management and monitoring of
grants, which involves mastering the federal assistance mechanism for the entire award cycle. Maria leads each award cycle
from pre-award to close-out ensuring fidelity of implementation, robust monitoring, and alignment with PEPFAR Mozambique priorities. Also, Maria leads the review of financial and
programmatic reports from grantees and ensures follow up and
feedback is given in a timely manner.

Neusa Manjate

has served as the PEPFAR Community
Grants Coordinator since May 2020. She is responsible for the
administration, financial management and monitoring of grants,
which involves mastering the federal assistance mechanism for
the entire award cycle. Neusa leads each award cycle from preaward to close-out ensuring fidelity of implementation, robust
monitoring, and alignment with PEPFAR Mozambique priorities.
Also, Neusa leads the review of financial and programmatic reports from grantees and ensures ps, host government agencies,
donors and other stakeholders. follow up and feedback is given
in a timely manner.

Melo Bacar joined the PEPFAR Coordination Office (PCO) in
November 2021 as Executive Assistant. He is responsible for
supporting department personnel and offices, maintaining adequate flux of internal and external communication related to
PEPFAR Coordination, manage records, logistics for meetings
and conferences, supporting PEPFAR information technologies,
office calendar and managing the office. Before joining the PEPFAR Coordination Office, Melo worked for 8 years in sales and
customer service in the hospitality and tourism industry in Maputo, Tete and Bazaruto.
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Evangelina

Inacio

Namburete

Bauaze

has
served as PEPFAR Strategic Information Advisor since January
2022. She is responsible for overall leadership to the PEPFAR
Strategic Information (SI) team and provide technical direction
to other USG staff involved in HIV/AIDS SI and monitoring and
evaluation (M&E) activities and senior Government of Mozambique counterparts to ensure that data generated by the SI systems are used for program planning, policy development, advocacy and program evaluations. She Manage SI sections of the
COP, Quarterly, Semi-Annual and Annual Program Results, and
leads all timely and accurate PEFPAR data submissions to ensure
appropriate monitoring and tracking of overall progress related
to goals and objectives.

Joyce Mbele

has served as the PEPFAR Community Grants

Assistant since January 2020 for the President's Emergency Plan
for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) Coordination Office. Joyce assists with
solicitation, administration, and monitoring of grants. She also
serves as an active member of PEPFAR Management and Operations Team and DATIM Administrator. Joyce brings strengths in
administration, finance, and grants/program management from
her former positions. Before joining PEPFAR, she worked for 2
years with AIDS Healthcare Foundation Mozambique (AHF) in
the finance and administration office under HIV prevention,
Care and Treatment projects funded by AHF .

Dominique Vita after 20 years working in computer science, Dominique developed a broad and deep skillset in the analytics of complex data models. Living in Mozambique since
2003, worked for numerous private companies and NGO.
As the Data Manager for the PEPFAR Coordination Office (PCO)
since February 2017, he is responsible of the administration and
first technical assistance for Datim, DevResult and Pepfar.net for
the Mozambique country team, the design of solution for data
analytic and the settings and preparation of system pre and post
-reporting period.
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Cleófas Viagem Joined the PEPFAR Coordination Office
(PCO) in June 2020 as Public Outreach Communications Assistant. As such, he is responsible for communication with the
different PEPFAR stakeholders in Mozambique. His duties include assuring the correct use of PEPFAR's branding in Mozambique, website management, and engagement in interagency
HIV/AIDS public outreach campaigns. Prior to working for the
U.S. Mission, Cleófas worked for the UN - World Food Programme in Cabo Delgado. He also worked for three years at
Friends in Global Health (FGH), a PEPFAR- through CDC-funded
NGO in Zambezia, where he coordinated the implementation of
the Multimedia Communication Strategy for Behavior Change.

